Cancer Prognostics by Direct Detection of p53-Antibodies on Gold Surfaces by Impedance Measurements
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The identification and measurement of biomarkers is critical to a broad range of methods that diagnose and monitor many diseases. Serum auto-antibodies are rapidly becoming interesting targets because of their biological and medical relevance. This paper describes a highly sensitive, label-free approach for the detection of p53-antibodies, a prognostic indicator in ovarian cancer as well as a biomarker in the early stages of other cancers. This approach uses impedance measurements on gold microelectrodes to measure antibody concentrations at the picomolar level in undiluted serum samples. The biosensor shows high selectivity as a result of the optimization of the epitopes responsible for the detection of p53-antibodies and was validated by several techniques including microcontact printing, self-assembled-monolayer desorption ionization (SAMDI) mass spectrometry, and adhesion pull-off force by atomic force microscopy (AFM). This transduction method will lead to fast and accurate diagnostic tools for the early detection of cancer and other diseases.

1. Introduction

The identification and measurement of biomarkers is critical to a broad range of methods that diagnose and monitor many diseases. Proteins are the most widely used and studied biomarkers, as shown in the literature but serum auto-antibodies are rapidly becoming interesting targets because of their biological and medical relevance. Usually, the detection of such antibodies is performed by an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) or another optical-based...
technology,[11,12] but these methods tend to suffer from low sensitivity and require a fluorescently labeled secondary antibody. Therefore, highly sensitive and direct detection methods[13] for antibodies would represent a significant advance in the early detection of cancer and other diseases.[1,3]

This article describes the direct detection of an unlabeled[14] primary antibody by impedance measurements in undiluted serum samples. We describe a new type of biosensor for the detection of p53 antibodies bound to peptides immobilized on functionalized gold microelectrodes. We are using antibodies as they are large, which is an ideal trait for electrical impedance detection as this is dependent on the analyte’s size.[15] This technique relies on a charged surface to present either an attractive or repulsive force on ions near the microelectrode. Other factors, such as the temperature, pH, or size of the target, can modify the charge-transfer resistance, $R_\text{ct}$,[14] so that the values of $R_\text{ct}$ can be correlated to the concentration of the specific antibodies immobilized on the surface for a given set of environmental conditions. Antibodies also bind their target antigens with high specificity so that a highly selective sensor is obtained. Finally, antibodies are readily adapted to non-invasive and standard formats that are used in a traditional point-of-care environment. We are using the p53-protein, described as “the guardian of the genome”, as it is crucial in the regulation of the cell cycle and acts as a tumor suppressor.[16] Its antibody (anti-p53) is also an attractive biomarker for characterizing several types of cancer, including ovarian cancer,[17,18] colorectal cancer,[19,20] and breast cancer.[21–25] Hence, this work serves as a diagnostic and prognostic tool for physicians to be used in combination with other conventional tumor marker tests[26] for the early detection of cancer.

2. Results

2.1. Epitopes Synthetic Design

We designed and synthesized several peptides based on the pentapeptide D-L-W-K-L (aspartic acid–leucine–tryptophan–lysine–leucine) that was identified as a reactive epitope of p53 in a phage display[27,28] (Figure 1a,b) (Supporting Information, S1). As described by Lane and co-workers this pentapeptide was the minimum expression to recognize the p53 antibody, although they use longer peptides in their arrays, they illustrate that this pentapeptide is the minimal requirement for recognition, which is the reason why our design is based on several approaches all containing this epitope.

Figure 1. Peptide derivatives: a) Sequences (compounds show the reactive epitope in red, the longest reactive epitope in blue, and the linker in green; compound 1 includes an alkyl-PEG linker in orange). b) Schematic representations of peptides. c) Compound 1 attached to the gold surface through its own alkyl-PEG-thiol linker. d) Compounds 2–7 attached to the gold surface, which contains the BAT linker through a biotin/neutravidin complex. Compound 1 incorporates an alkanethiol group, to form self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold-coated substrates.[29–31] The ethylene glycol oligomer (polyethylene glycol, PEG) serves to limit the non-specific adsorption of proteins to the surface[32] (Figure 1c). The remaining compounds, 2–7, have a biotin group incorporated into them so they can be bound to the gold surface through a neutravidin/biotin linkage. Compound 2 and 3 contain only the key pentapeptide with biotin at the N-terminal. The biotin on compound 3 is bound through the side-chain of an extra Lys residue in order to provide improved exposure of the peptide to the antibody. Compound 4 contains an extra spacer comprising the Gly-Ser repeat, which has previously been proposed in order to separate the epitope from the recognition sequence of detection.[27] Compound 5 is an analogue of 4, but with a fluorescent tag at the C-terminal to visualize the surface after incubation with the peptide. Compounds 6 and 7 have an extra reactive epitope, with the aim to enhance the detection of the antibody.[27] To immobilize compounds 2–7, a biotin alkyl thiol (BAT, 8) was first incorporated onto the gold surface (Figure 1d). Compound 9 was used to block the untreated portions of the gold surface after peptide immobilization.

The advantage of compound 1 is that for the first time the peptide is already coupled to the alkyl thiol before attachment of the thiol on the surface. The obtention of the entire
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compound (PEG-alkyl thiol + peptide) without the necessity of reactions over the surface makes the SAMs more repetitive, which makes the electrochemical impedance (EIS) measurements more reliable as these can be affected by the SAM formation.[33]

2.2. Specificity Inspection by Surface Immobilization

To verify the capability of the sensor system for qualitative detection, several assays with different techniques such as microcontact printing, self-assembled-monolayer desorption ionization (SAMDI) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were performed.

For the first technique all immobilization reactions were compared relative to a “control” surface. This control consisted of first patterning the peptides on the gold surface using microcontact printing, after which the remaining surface was first blocked with HO-Peg-alkyl-SH (9) and then a fluorescently labeled secondary antibody was added. This “control” surface was used to monitor any interactions of the fluorescent reporter with the base sequences or with the surface.[29] and it was subtracted from all the resulting experiments to distinguish the specific immobilization of the fluorescently labeled antibody to our surface from other, non-specific interactions.

To test our biosensor, a monolayer was first patterned with 1, treated with the primary anti-p53 antibody, and then with a second, fluorescently labeled antibody. We found that the secondary antibody strongly associated with the regions of the monolayer that were patterned with the peptide (Figure 2a).

In a second experiment, we used microcontact printing to add the biotin alkanethiol (BATCH) to the surface, and then this surface was treated with neutravidin and then the fluorescently labeled peptide 5. Figure 2b shows that the immobilization of the peptide was indeed confined to the regions of the monolayer patterned with the biotin group. Finally, we prepared a monolayer of compound 4 patterned by way of the neutravidin/biotin, and we confirmed that this compound supported the binding of the secondary antibody. We note that the rest of the gold surface was blocked by 9 to prevent non-specific adsorption. In both cases (Figure 2a and 2c), the fluorescently labeled secondary antibody was detected.

The SAMDI method, which uses mass spectrometry to directly observe the alkanethiols of the monolayer and proteins that are associated with the monolayer,[34] was used as additional confirmation of antibody binding. We performed assays on a glass slide having an array of gold spots (Figure 3a), that were modified with a monolayer presenting either compound 1 or BAT (8) mixed with 9, in a ratio of 1:9. The surfaces were treated with antibodies against 1 or with neutravidin, compounds (2–7), and then analyzed by SAMDI. In each case, the spectra were consistent with the design of the assay. Notably, the bound antibodies, having molecular weights of approximately 150 kDa were clearly identified in the SAMDI spectra (Supporting Information, S2). In experiments 1D and XF, the antibody against human serum albumin (HSA) was used instead of p53 because HSA is the most abundant protein in blood.[35] and its antibody could be one of the possible interferences in the detection system. In these experiments no signal was observed (Figure 3b–e), showing that the assay was specific for anti-p53.

In addition to fluorescence assays and SAMDI-MS, we used AFM to probe the strength and specificity of the interactions of surface bound peptides 1–4 and 7 with the labeled antibodies (Supporting Information, S3). To do this, anti-p53 was first immobilized on the tip of the AFM cantilever through a bifunctional PEG linker. The tip was then brought into contact with the peptide-functionalized surfaces to yield the antibody complex. The tip was then pulled away from the surface, and the resulting force was measured. In doing so, we were able to evaluate the strength, and thus specificity, of the antibody binding.

The images show (Figure 4) that compound 1 (without the neutravidin-biotin system) and the peptides with the spacer (green) (4 and 7) gave the best image of the pattern in the adhesion pull-off force map, where we can see clearly patterned peptides. In contrast, compounds 2 and 3 without a spacer or with only a single lysine residue gave the poorest maps (absence of defined patterned spots).
We performed a more detailed study, analyzing all the data from each experiment. Each experiment has 4096 pixels, and each pixel represents a unique force curve. The force extension curve of the bifunctional PEG had a specific shape, which allowed discrimination between non-specific adhesion and single molecule-specific adhesion between the antibody and the peptide. After checking all the curves, we calculated the probability of a specific interaction on the basis of the number of positive events in the white spots (Supporting Information, S4). We measured the adhesion pull-off force for two monolayers presenting compound 1 and obtained values of $1.7 \times 10^{-10} \pm 1.3 \times 10^{-11}$ N and $1.3 \times 10^{-10} \pm 2.9 \times 10^{-11}$ N (significantly equals by t-student test).

To verify the specificity, three negative controls were performed for the whole experiment. The first test revealed almost no interaction between the antibody and 9, in comparison with the peptides patterned, as the force map image shows. The second control was performed by attaching an unspecific antibody, the anti-HSA, to the tip of the cantilever to test its specificity for the peptides in comparison to the specific antibody. A final control was a competition experiment. In this experiment, a peptide with only the target sequence (DLWKL) was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and added to the surface with immobilized peptide. In principle, if the recognition is specific, the soluble peptide should compete with the immobilized peptide and partly bind to the antibody, blocking the interaction between the peptide attached to the surface and the antibody situated at the tip allowing to calculate the probability of specific binding (Figure 5).

### 2.3. Stability Assays

As the detection was based on the incubation of the serum containing the antibody with the peptides immobilized on the surface of the biosensor, the stability of the compounds 1 and 4 were studied in human serum for a period of 180 min. Comparative results (Supporting Information, S4) showed that the stability of compound 1 was significantly higher than that of compound 4.

---

**Figure 3.** SAMDI mass spectrometry: a) Each glass slide is an experiment with one peptide. Experiment 1 was performed with compound 1 on the first slide, whereas the remaining experiments were carried out on the subsequent slides with the other compounds. Experiment 2, compound 2, and so on). Each spot represents one incubation, step by step, from left to right. Then each spot was analyzed by SAMDI and the mass spectra of each spot were acquired. The "F" experiments were carried out on different glass slides to avoid cross contamination with the p53 antibodies. b) SAMDI spectra: i) $[M_{\text{HS-peg-OH}} x 2 + Na] = 958.0$ Da, ii) $[M_{\text{HS-peg-OH}} x 2 + K] = 973.7$ Da, iii) $[M_{\text{HS-peg-peptide} + Na}] = 1118.9$ Da, iv) $[M_{\text{HS-peg-peptide} + K}] = 1141.1$ Da. c) SAMDI spectra showing higher masses with no molecules adsorbed in the first step. d) Mass of the primary antibody, (anti-p53) $= 151\,800$ Da ($M_w$ approx. 150kDa), e) No detection of anti-HSA.
Information, S5) showed that compound 4 was more resistant to degradation, with a half-life of 38.5 h, whereas compound 1 had a half-life of 17.5 min. Although both peptides have considerably different stabilities in solution, their stabilities increase once attached to the surface of the biosensor which makes both peptides suitable for detection over the 2 h experiment.  

2.4. Impedance Measurements

This technique measures the presence of the biomarker by determining the concentration of antibodies that specifically binds to the gold-coated surface after peptide immobilization. The electrochemical magnitude is determined by the electron transfer resistance caused by the formation of complexes.
of antibody–peptide complexes on the microelectrode surface (Supporting Information, S6).

It is worthy to mention that many parameters, such as the ion capture or the antibody conformation, can modify the EIS values, which has been suggested by Bogomolova et al.\textsuperscript{[38]} although the EIS technique is very powerful, some caution is required to verify that the results are not false positives.

The initial electrode contamination is crucial, so, as described in the experimental section, additional cyclic voltammetry was performed in order to check the gold surface. Repetitive measurements were carried out with the aim of corroborating the EIS results, so triplicates of each concentration step were made, using the average as the final value (solid line in the pictures, standard deviation in percentage can be found in the Supporting Information, S9-Table 1).

Some of the microelectrodes were incubated in a solution with a mixture of compound 1 and 9, and others with BAT and HO-Peg-alkyl-SH (9) in the same proportion as used in the SAMDI assays to mimic the optimized conditions. The BAT incubations, as in the previous experiments, included the subsequent incubation with neutravidin and compound 4.

In a first stage of the experiment, the assay was performed by adding the antibodies to a solution of PBS over a range of concentrations. Once the surfaces were coated, the antibody was incubated on the electrode and then measured by EIS.

The results show the capacity of the biosensor to specifically detect anti-p53 at a $6.67 \times 10^{-17}$ M range (10 fg mL$^{-1}$) for both peptides (Figure 6 and Supporting Information, S7). The large difference between the lowest concentration ($10^{-17}$ M), red line in Figure 6, and the SAM used as reference, green line in Figure 6, indicates that it would be possible to further decrease the concentration.

Furthermore, we performed a study with the anti-HSA to establish whether non-specific antibodies show a distinct behavior (Supporting Information, S8). Whereas the binding of anti-p53 even at $10^{-17}$ M was much higher than that of the “SAM control”, the binding of anti-HSA at $10^{-8}$ M was much lower than that of the control SAM. These results corroborate those found in the SAMDI assays, namely that the binding was extremely specific.

Given that the purpose of the biosensor is to be used with blood from patients, we conducted a final experiment to add the antibodies to undiluted human serum at a concentration of $6.67 \times 10^{-12}$ M (1 ng mL$^{-1}$). This concentration was chosen because the limit for a healthy concentration in ovarian cancer has been established as $0.16$ μg mL$^{-1}$.

The system showed to work well to measure the antibody in serum (Figure 6c). Table 1 in the Supporting Information (S9) shows the $R_{ct}$ values for different concentrations measured.

### 3. Discussion

The knowledge of anti-p53 levels are a crucial aid to monitoring the stages of the cancer disease, in several cancers. The principal aim of our work was to validate the interaction of the detection system and use this assessment to develop a biosensor.

Our results have shown the high specificity of the selected peptides towards the antibody by several techniques. The microcontact printing allowed us to visually check the specificity of the peptides, showing only the fluorescence of the labeled antibodies in the patterned surfaces, which implies that the primary antibody was specifically attached only to the regions where the epitope was deposited. In addition, the SAMDI technique provided us with clear evidence of the
minimal non-specific adsorption on the sensor and, consequently, the high specificity of the functionalized surface for the antibody.

Furthermore, the AFM force assays have allowed us to perform control experiments to confirm the standard of specificity and recognition of each peptide, using non-specific antibodies and competition assays that verify the robust sensor system. This approach allowed us to better understand the specificity of the system and to evaluate the recognition between the different peptides towards the antibody on a single-molecule level. Peptides with shorter linkers or without linkers gave poor recognition (absence of defined patterned spots). This observation can be justified, as is the case for the ELISA technique, by the fact that the peptide needs to be at a certain distance from the neutravidin to attain more efficient antibody–peptide recognition. The poor recognition of peptides with shorter or no linkers could be clearly seen in the adhesion force image, by analyzing the positive events. A positive event is defined as a specific interaction of the antibody towards the peptide, shown by the force curve shape as explained before (Supporting Information, S3). Also, the corresponding histograms were fitted with Gaussian curves to obtain the force data for each peptide. In contrast, for the experiments performed with HSA antibody an arithmetic average was used to calculate the force data because the number of positive events tended to be very low, which again demonstrates the difference in specificity (Supporting Information, S4). The assays performed with anti-HSA (second control) gave values in force that differed significantly from those for the anti-p53 for compound 4. This means that the specificity of the peptides towards both antibodies is different, unlike for compound 1. When the competition control experiment was performed for compound 1 with anti-p53, the assay showed a force of $1.9 \times 10^{-10} \pm 1.7 \times 10^{-11}$ N, which is similar to the previous data. However, the probability of specific binding decreased by half in the competition experiment indicating that the presence of peptide in solution could interfere and partially block the antibody–(immobilized) peptide interaction (Figure 5).

The force calculated for 4, 3, and 7 was $2.0 \times 10^{-10} \pm 2.0 \times 10^{-11}$ N, $1.7 \times 10^{-10} \pm 0.9 \times 10^{-11}$ N, and $1.6 \times 10^{-10} \pm 1.2 \times 10^{-11}$ N, respectively. The values for 4 and 3 are in agreement with that measured for monolayers of compound 1. The value for 7 differs significantly from the other peptides. This variance is attributed to the extended length of 7, which likely confers different specificity properties toward the antibody.

We have demonstrated with this AFM assay that the designed peptides exhibit a specific recognition at the single-molecule level. All these results showed that in general, the differences, in terms of force, did not differ substantially. In this regard, compounds 1 and 4 were chosen because both behaved similarly, in terms of recognition and specificity, compared to the other peptides. Furthermore, they represent the two synthetic groups presented (1 directly attached onto the gold surface and 4 biotinylated peptide attached through biotin/neutravidin system) and were relatively trivial to synthesize compared to the other peptides.

The stability assays in serum contributed to the whole validation for the future application of the biosensor. Having confirmed the high specificity of the system by the absence of false positives, and the stability in the presence of the serum, we examined the interaction between the compounds (1 and 4) and the antibody by EIS.[39] The main reason for the improvement of the signal is the use of small epitopes, instead of the whole protein;[40] this created a difference in size between the probe and the target, thus allowing the impedance technique to achieve extremely high sensitivity in PBS. The selected concentration for serum detection was chosen for being near the cut-off values in ovarian cancer. However, as can be observed in the impedance curves, the wide range between the “SAM control” and the lower concentration in PBS ($10^{-12}$ M), suggests that in serum it would also be possible to reduce the concentration of antibody below $10^{-12}$ M, because in the serum the difference between the SAM control and the measure is equally large. Experiments (Supporting Information, S8) demonstrated that 2 h is the most suitable length of incubation with the antibody, which is consistent with a previous report.[21] However, we firmly believe that a change in the percentage of peptide coating on the surface would allow a decrease in incubation time.

4. Conclusion

Our novel type of detection avoids the need of a sandwich assay and a fluorescently labeled antibody, thus giving the concentration of the antibody as a direct impedance signal. Compound 1 was relatively easy to synthesize and also to deposit on the surface. Moreover, as the whole protein was avoided and the number of steps reduced, the entire synthetic process, in cost and time, was significantly reduced. Finally, SAMs are very stable and can be preserved for about a month[41] thus providing a sensor that can be stored and ready for detection during a long period of time.

Here we developed and validated an impedance biosensor with a high selectivity and sensitivity for the label-free detection of anti-p53 in human serum. The design of this label-free, inexpensive and sensitive biosensor opens the way to the use of a wide range of antibody biomarkers to prepare biosensors that have the capacity to detect other immune illnesses. We are currently working on miniaturizing the device and instrumentation in order to make this biosensor available to physicians in hospitals for early cancer detection and other diseases.

5. Experimental Section

For chemicals, reagents and general synthesis instrumentation see Supporting Information.

Peptides Synthesis. General Procedures: The solid-phase synthesis was performed in polypropylene syringes (5–20 mL), each fitted with a polyethylene porous disk. For peptide 1 we used CTC (chlorotriyl chloride resin) (400 mg) with a functionality of $1.2 \text{ mmol} \cdot \text{g}^{-1}$. For the biotinylated compounds, the resin MBHA-Rink amide (amino-(4-methylphenyl)methyl polystyrene) was used with a functionality of 0.45 mmol g$^{-1}$. Solvents and soluble reagents were removed by suction. After the incorporation of the building block in the CTC resin, a capping step was performed.
(200 µL MeOH–29 µL N,N′-diisopropylethylamine (DPEA)–100 mg resin). Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc) was removed with pipericidine–dimethylformamide (DMF) (1:4, v/v) containing 1-hydroxybenzotriazole (HOBr) (1.3 µ) (1 × 1 min, 2 × 10 min) in order to prevent aspartimide formation. Resins were washed before use and between deprotection, coupling, and subsequent deprotection steps with DMF (3 × 30 s) and dichloromethane (DCM) (3 × 30 s) using 10 mL of solvent g⁻¹ of resin each time.

All compounds were synthesized by standard synthesis using a DIPCDI (N,N′-diisopropycarbodiimide)/HOBr protocol (aa, DIPCDI, and HOBr 3 eq. each in DMF), the biotin was coupled using 5 eq. for biotin incorporation in the lateral chain, an orthogonal protecting group of the amine of the lysine Alloc (allyloxycarbonyl) was removed with palladium tetraalk–triphenylyphosphine in the presence of phenylsilane (10 eq.) and in DCM (3 × 15 min). BAF synthesis and the two first couplings of 1.5 h and between deprotection, coupling, and subsequent deprotection steps with DMF (3 × 30 s) and dichloromethane (DCM) (3 × 30 s) using 10 mL of solvent g⁻¹ of resin each time.

The incorporation of the carboxyfluorescin (5 eq. as a fine powder) was achieved through two couplings of 1.5 h and one of 16 h, respectively, with PyAOP ((7-azabenzotriazolo-1-yl)-1H-1,2,3-triazole) (5 eq.), HOBt (5 eq.), DIPEA (10 eq.) in DMF (9:1) containing 1% of triton to disaggregate the compound, with 10 min of pre-activation.

Cleavage was performed using trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)–H₂O–triethylsilane (TES) (90:5:5:2, v/v) (1 h) followed by washings with the cocktail cleavage (3 × 1 min). The cleavage for 1 was performed with the cocktail R, TFA–thioanisole–ethandithiol (EDT)–anisole (90:5:5:2) and some drops of TES. The peptides were precipitated with diethyl ether, lyophilized, and purified using the 488 nm line of an argon/krypton-ion laser (CW, Spectra-Physics). The circularly polarized excitation light was focused onto the sample using an oil immersion objective (100×, 1.3 NA). The emitted fluorescence was collected and spectrally separated from the excitation light using a Brightline FF01 536/40 nm, 25 end, 15 μW (488 excitation) 30 μm × 30 μm filter. The signals were sent to photon-counting avalanche photodiodes (APDs).

**SAMDI: Preparation of Gold Substrates**

Glass cover slips were sonicated for 30 min first in deionized ultrafiltered (DIUF) water and then in EtOH. They were then dried under a stream of nitrogen. Titanium (4 nm) and gold (22 nm) were evaporated onto the glass cover slips using an electron beam evaporator (Thermionics) at a rate of 0.2 nm s⁻¹ and 0.4–0.5 nm s⁻¹, respectively, and a pressure of 1.0 × 10⁻⁶ Torr.

**Preparation of SAMs**

The gold-coated coverslips were immersed in 1 ml of BAT:HO-PEG-alkyl-SH (1:9) or 1: HO-PEG-alkyl-SH (1:9) in EtOH for 16 h at room temperature. The substrates were washed with deionized ultrafiltered water and ethanol and then dried under N₂.

The incubations with neutavidin, biotin peptide derivatives, and the antibodies were carried out under the same conditions as above. After all incubations, a drop of the matrix 2′,4′,6′-tri-hydroxyacetophenone monohydrate (THAP) diluted in acetone (30 mg ml⁻¹) was deposited on the gold spot. After evaporation of the drop, all the peptides on the spots were characterized by SAMDI using a MALDI-TOF/TOF (Applied Biosystems, Framingham, MA).

**Adhesion Pull-off Experiments**

Force spectroscopy studies were performed using a Molecular Force Probe 3D microscope (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA, USA). Silicon nitride tips on triangular cantilevers were obtained from Olympus. The tips were functionalized with (3-mercaptopropyl)triethoxysilane, during 1 h under vacuum. Then the tip was incubated with a 1 ml aqueous solution of maleimidopropionyl-PEG-N-hydroxysuccinimylyl (MIP-PEG-NHS) ester overnight at room temperature. The maleimide was attached to the free thiol of the silane on the tip, and the NHS was attached to a free amine of the antibody. The last incubation was performed with the anti-p53 or anti-HSA in a 0.5 mg ml⁻¹ concentration in PBS during 1 h at room temperature. The gold surfaces were directly deposited overnight onto gold-coated glass surfaces prepared by the template-striped gold method. The gold surfaces were then stamped by microcontact printing for BAT and 1.
and then immersed in a HS-PEG-OH in EOH solution as described above. An image of the pattern by contact AFM in liquid was obtained, with the tip functionalized. Then, on the same area, we performed an adhesion pull-off force assay. For each image, 4096 force plots were recorded and compiled in a 4096-pixel image of the pattern in terms of force (so-called force map). Data analysis and statistical treatments were carried out using the software provided by the AFM manufacturer (IgorPro 6.20; WaveMetrics Inc., Lake Oswego, OR, USA). To restrict the analysis to single-molecule interactions, the peak selection was carried out manually, setting a maximum length threshold of 100 nm (which corresponds to the maximum length of the PEG linker), considering only the last adhesion event of the force extension curves. The curves that did not attain this length were considered as non-specific adhesion.

Impedance Measurements: The microelectrode fabrication for the impedance measurements is elaborated in the Supporting Information (S10). The electrochemical measurements were carried out at room temperature in a conventional voltammetric cell with a three-electrode configuration. A Solartron 1260 and an impedance analyzer with Solatron 1287 potentiostat were used. The chips used consisted of five gold electrodes, four with a round shape of 100 μm, 50 μm, 20 μm, and 10 μm, and one with a T-shape (Supporting Information, S6). For all quantitative experiments, we used the 100 μm-electrode as a working electrode, and two external electrodes, namely, platinum foil (Ecochemie, Utrecht, The Netherlands) as a counter electrode and Ag/AgCl as the reference electrode (Metrohm, Herisau Switzerland). Previous to SAM formation, the electrodes were activated by performing ten cycles of chronoamperometry from −2V to 0V in a PBS solution. Then, cyclic voltammetry in 20 mM K2Fe(CN)6 solution in PBS buffer was carried out in order to check the gold surfaces and obtain the DC point (the constant potential point at which further impedance experiments would be carried out). The chips were rinsed with acetone, isopropanol, and ethanol, and then dried under nitrogen. The impedance spectra were obtained in a frequency range from 0.1 Hz to 100 KHz, using a DC voltage of −0.5 V and an AC voltage of 10 mV. As a test fluid for impedance measurements, we used 20 mM K2Fe(CN)6 solution in PBS buffer.

The incubations with 1 and BAT were performed as previously described for the preparation of SAMs.

Subsequent incubations of anti-p53 in PBS at concentrations of 10−17, 10−16, 10−15, and 10−8 M were performed for 2 h. Also, we incubated the anti-p53 in undiluted serum at 10−17 M for 2 h in another chip. Other incubations with anti-HSA at 10−8 M during 2 h were also carried out.

The Rct (charge-transfer resistance) of all the concentrations was analyzed and fitted with the corresponding circuit using Zview software (Supporting Information, S11). The Rct of the concentrations used in each experiment was normalized versus the Rct of the SAM reference to obtain an indicator that could be compared between the different experiments (Supporting Information, S9).

Supporting Information

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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